Medical Plans [1]

Regardless of which plan you choose, you will have the following coverage:

- Emergencies are never planned. That’s why all urgent and emergency care is covered (copays may apply), both in and outside the U.S. Decide where you should go to receive care here [2].

Dual Coverage: You cannot be covered as both an employee and dependent for any CU medical, dental or vision plan.

Click on a tile to learn more about each plan

EXCLUSIVE

EXTENDED
Plan Rates

See what you'll pay each month for CU's medical plans.

Plan Rates [9]

Compare Plans

See an apples-to-apples comparison for CU's medical plans.

Interactive Plan Comparison [10]
Select the plans you're interested in, and press **Filter**.
Press **Reset** to see all four plans
?Expand your browser to full size when opening tool. Not recommended for Internet Explorer or mobile browsers.

Classic Plan Comparison [11]

Plan Microsites

Find a doctor or pharmacy, access your member portal and more.

Anthem Site [12]

Kaiser Site [13]
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